Courageously
Our Parish Action Plan for the Goal: Parish will equip parishioners as Missionary Disciples
who are inspired to invite and accompany others by Pentecost 2020.
Parish: ______________________ City: ________________________ Pastor: ________________________
Parish Goals Leadership Team Members:

_____We would like to set up a meeting with
someone from the diocesan Evangelization Office.
Please contact: ______________________
Email: _____________________________
Phone: ____________________________
For this goal, we may need assistance in the
area(s) of:
__ intercultural competency
__ technology
__ communications
__ project planning __ volunteer coordination
__ other: ______________________________
Strategy 1 (a specific and measurable outcome with a date for achievement):
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Relevancy for our parish (Why we chose this outcome, used this metric and believe it will succeed.):

This type of effort is: ___ brand new for us / ___ building on current efforts / ___ a major leap of faith
Optional: We are in partnership with ___________________________ (parish/school/org.) for this strategy.
Progress Milestones: (3-4 major tasks & deadlines we have set to reach this outcome)
1.
2.
3.
4.
The point person for this strategy is ________________________________________________________

Strategy 2 (a specific and measurable outcome with a date for achievement):
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Relevancy for our parish (Why we chose this outcome, used this metric and believe it will succeed.):

This type of effort is: ___ brand new for us / ___ building on current efforts / ___ a major leap of faith
Optional: We are in partnership with ___________________________ (parish/school/org.) for this strategy.
Progress Milestones: (3-4 major tasks & deadlines we have set to reach this outcome)
1.
2.
3.
4.
The point person for this strategy is _________________________________________________________

Strategy 3 (a specific and measurable outcome with a date for achievement):
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Relevancy for our parish (Why we chose this outcome, used this metric and believe it will succeed.):

This type of effort is: ___ brand new for us / ___ building on current efforts / ___ a major leap of faith
Optional: We are in partnership with ___________________________ (parish/school/org.) for this strategy.
Progress Milestones: (3-4 major tasks & deadlines we have set to reach this outcome)
1.
2.
3.
4.
The point person for this strategy is _______________________________________________________

Strategy 4 (a specific and measurable outcome with a date for achievement):
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Relevancy for our parish (Why we chose this outcome, used this metric and believe it will succeed.):

This type of effort is: ___ brand new for us / ___ building on current efforts / ___ a major leap of faith
Optional: We are in partnership with ___________________________ (parish/school/org.) for this strategy.
Progress Milestones: (3-4 major tasks & deadlines we have set to reach this outcome)
1.
2.
3.
4.
The point person for this strategy is _________________________________________________________

Strategy 5 (a specific and measurable outcome with a date for achievement):
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Relevancy for our parish (Why we chose this outcome, used this metric and believe it will succeed.):

This type of effort is: ___ brand new for us / ___ building on current efforts / ___ a major leap of faith
Optional: We are in partnership with ___________________________ (parish/school/org.) for this strategy.
Progress Milestones: (3-4 major tasks & deadlines we have set to reach this outcome)
1.
2.
3.
4.
The point person for this strategy is _______________________________________________________

Strategy 6 (a specific and measurable outcome with a date for achievement):
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Relevancy for our parish (Why we chose this outcome, used this metric and believe it will succeed.):

This type of effort is: ___ brand new for us / ___ building on current efforts / ___ a major leap of faith
Optional: We are in partnership with ___________________________ (parish/school/org.) for this strategy.
Progress Milestones: (3-4 major tasks & deadlines we have set to reach this outcome)
1.
2.
3.
4.
The point person for this strategy is ______________________________________________________

Strategy 7 (a specific and measurable outcome with a date for achievement):
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Relevancy for our parish (Why we chose this outcome, used this metric and believe it will succeed.):

This type of effort is: ___ brand new for us / ___ building on current efforts / ___ a major leap of faith
Optional: We are in partnership with ___________________________ (parish/school/org.) for this strategy.
Progress Milestones: (3-4 major tasks & deadlines we have set to reach this outcome)
1.
2.
3.
4.
The point person for this strategy is _______________________________________________________

Submit form to Bishop Gregory Parkes by March 1, 2019 to the attention of Malissa
Aaronson, mba@dosp.org.

